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Abstract 

De~pitc the general comcn~us that the \-cry poor ha,·c not been adequately reached by 
existing microfinancc institutions, , ·cry lirtle focussed research exists on the financial 
market participation of the Ycry poor in general and their microfinancc institutions (~IFI) 
participation, in particular. In this paper, we shed some light on these issues by 
comparing the ,·cry poor who manage to participate in microfinancc institutions and 
those who nc\·er did, hy making usc of a unilJUe dataset that emerged out of the baseline 
study of a new BRAC programme targeted at the YCIJ poor. 

\X'c find that the poorest who participate in i\IFis arc rclatiYcly better off than those who 
nc,·er participated, the causal relationship is not clear. In th:ll sense, the targeting 
exclusion condition used by BRAC to exclude the poorest who were members of MFls 
seems to be appropriate. lloweYer, we abo find that the poorest who participate in MFls 
al~o borrow more from informal sources suggesting that a complementary, rather than a 
substitution rclation~hip exists between the two sources of finance. l\lorem·er, the 
intensity of microcrcdit taking is lower and tendency to drop out from one and not 
rejoin other l\IFis is higher among the Yery poor who participate in 1\IFis compared to 
1\IFI participants coming from other poYcrty groups. 

GiYen that reaching the \·cry poor remains to be an important challenge that the global 
microfinance industry intends to address, a better understanding of the o\·erall financial 
market participation of the Yery poor and exploring the differences between the \·cry 
poor who manage to participate in microtinance programmes and those who do not can 
be important for guiding policy and practice. 
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I. Introduction 

ll istorically, the poor h;we lacked access to reliable and less expensi,·e financial sen·ices. This 
has been found to act as important constraints for the poor in takin~ :llh·anta~c of 
opportunities, smoothing consumption, and protectin~ themseh·es a~-,rainst different types of 
nllnerabilities (Rutherford, 1999, i\latin, Hulme and Rutherford, 1999, l\lorduch, 1999). The 
\":1St outreach of microfinance in Ban~ladesh has played an important role in improving 
n~ any of the tinancial market imperfections that the poor face. llowc,·er, there is a general 
consensus that these sen·ices in ~eneral ha\"e bypassed the poorese . 

Yet, we know little about the tinancial market participation of the poorest. l\lost studies 
either do not adettuately distin~uish between the \'arious ~roups among the poor, or do not 
cm·er the ,·arious sources of financial scn·ices. This paper by making use of the targeting of 
the ultra poor carried out by a new BRAC pro~ramme for the ultra poor, allows us to 
examine ,·arious aspects of ultra poor household's financial market participation. 

II. Methodology 

BRAC introduced a new programme, called. 'Challen~in~ the Frontiers of Pm·erty 
Reduction/ Targeting the Ultra Poor' (CFPR/TUP). targeted at the ultra poor since January 
2002. As one of the main strengths of this paper is that it makes usc of a baseline dataset 
that emcr~ed out of a carefully selected targetin~ strate~y followed by BRAC for its 
pro~ramme for the ultra poor (CFPR/TLIP), it is important to elaborate and show the 
effccti\"cness of the targetin~ strategy used. 

The CFPR/TUP prohrramme carried out elaborate tar~etin~ combining a range of tar~eting 
methodologies to select the ultra poor for the programme (l\latin and Halder, 20!13). The 
tar~ctin~ indicators used in the CFPR/TUP programme arc summari7.ed in Table 1. 

Table 2 clearly shows that the tar~etin~ mcthodolo~ies used by the CFPR/TUP programme 
in targeting the ultra poor has been ,·ery effecti,·c--- in all the ,·ariablcs cmwing a wide range 
of well -being themes, the ultra poor selected by the programme fares si~-,rnificantly worse 
compared to national rural :1\"erages. This is a significant alh·antage enjoyed by the present 
database on which this paper is based, as most existing profile studies on the extreme poor 
rely on a far more limited approach in identifying the poorest usually using a few indicators, 
such as landlessness or pm·erty self perception. \\'e could thus exploit the integrated and 
comprehcnsh·e targeting approach used in CFPR/TllP programme. 

1 We usc the tcnns ' poorest ' . 'ultra poor' and 'extreme poor' interchangeably in this paper. 
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Table 1: Targeting indicators used in the CFPR/TUP programme 

Targeting Indicators 
Exclusion Indicators (needs to dissatisfy all) 

Any member of the household has current NGO participation 

Any member of the household receives benefit from GoB 
[programmes (eg.VGD) 
No physically able adult women in household 
Inclusion Indicators (needs to satisfy any 2) 
Owned land of household including homestead less than 10 
decimals 

No adult working men in household 

School going aged children working 

Adult women selling labour 

No productive assets 

Table 2: Effectiveness of CFPR/TUP targeting 

Demographic structure 
% of female headed households 
o/o of single member households 
Land ownership 
% of landless households 

Variables 

% of households not owning their homestead land 
Food consumption 
% of households who cannot afford two meals a day 

Average per capita daily calorie intake (Kcal) 
Average per capita daily food expenditure (Taka) 
Nutrition status 

%of 12-59 months children who are wasted (WI for Ht = -2z) 
%of 12-59 months children who are stunted (HI for Age = -2z) 
%of 6-59 months children who are underweight (WI for Age = -2z) 
% of 15-49 years women who are chrooic energy deficient 

(BMI=Wt(KgVHt(Metre) 2.:18.5) 
Education 
% of children going to primary school 
%of population (7+ years) literate 

Rationale 

Targeting those extreme poor who do not/can not participate in 
exislirlg_NGO oroarammes 
Targeting those extreme poor who do not/can not participate in 
existing GoB programmes 
This is a women targeted enterprise programme 

Landlessness and extreme poverty highly correlated, though not all 
landless are extreme poor. 
Absence of able bodied male labour power is an important 
characteristic of extreme poor households. 
Child labour is predominant in extreme poor households. 
Adult women selling labour is more orevalent in extreme poor 
households. This also signals the desperation and molivation of the 
household. 

Extreme poor households tend nolto own any productive assets. 

BRAC targeted 
National 

rural 
ultra poor 

avera e 

40% 8% 
12% 2% 

98% 6% 
54% NA 

48% 8% 
1911 2163 
9.65 16.10 

14% 12% 
53% 49% 
64% 51% 

48% 45% 

87% 108% 
9% 37% 

For the ultra poor households. we collected data on various aspects of all cash and in-kind 
loans reported as outstanding by the household at the time of the survey2 (loans taken 
from formal. NGO and infonnal sources were considered.) lnfonnal sources were further 
disaggregated into moneylenders. friends and relatives. and local informal institutions. 
For each of these outstanding loans data was collected on the source of loan, loan amount 
(imputed monetary value for in kind loans). loan use, how many months ago loan was 
issued. whether or not interest was levied on the loans, and description of loan contract. 

~ In-kind loans were monetized using market price of in kind items at the time when the loans were taken. 
In-kind loans having a value less than 100 taka were excluded. 
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III. Findings 

Though most N(;( )sin 1\:lngladesh prm·ide microcredit, the correspondence between NGO 
panicipation and microcrnlit borrowing may not be complete, i.e. there may he households 
reporting current NC ;(>participation hut not reporting current microcredit borrowing. The 
following Table shn\\·s that about 2H",~, of the ultra poor households reporting current NG<) 
participation did not report outstanding microcredit at the time of the sun·cy. This yields a 
borrower to member ratio of 0.72, " ·hich is lo\\-cr than the m·erage horro\\Tr-member ratio 
,\·e obtain for the microfinance industry of Bangladesh, which is close to 0.911 (Sultan and 
i\latin, 21102). This sug_~ests that the microcredit borrowing intensity of the ultra poor NGO 
participating households is lower than that of other poor groups. 

Table 3: Ultra poor groups based on microcredit and NGO participation 

Current NGO HHs 
Past but not current NGO HHs 
Never NGO HHs 
Total 

Current MC Current no MC Total 

329 5297 5626 

\'\"e can thus categorize the sampled households into four mutually exclusi,·e groups based 
on their NG<) panicipation :md microcredit borrowing status (rable 3). \X'c sec that the 
large majority of our ultra poor household sample ne\·cr had any N(IO affiliation. In the 
BIDS-PKSF nationally represcntatin: study. the percentage of 'never participated household' 
is slightly m·er 2H% corroborating the general consensus that the existing microcredit 
programmes ha\·e by and Ia rge hy passed the ,·cry poor (Zohir, ct al, October 20(Jl: table 
3. I I, page .'H). 

Table 4: Distribution of groups 

Group Description 
Current microcredit borrowing HH 
Current NGO but not microcredit borrowing HH 
Past but not current NGO HH 
Never NGO HH 

Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Number(%) 
6% 
2% 
6% 

86% 

\\ 'e present two broad sets of findings. The iirst addresses the lJUCstion, 'in what ways arc 
those among the ultra poor who arc taking on microcrcdit different from those who arc 
not'? The second theme explores the informal financial market participation of the ,·arious 
groups of the ultra poor households based on their microcrcdit participation. The main 
llucstion here is, 'in what ways :uc the informal financial market participation different for 
the ultra poor who arc taking on microcrcdit from those who arc not'? 

3.1 How different arc the ultra poor households who take microcrcdit? 

In Table 5, we examine the differences among these groups on a number of key \"ariahlcs. 
In general, the group of ultra poor households who h:t\'e never had any :-.J(;() participation 
(group 4) arc significantly worse off than ultra poor households who reported current 
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microcredit bornm·ing (!!roup I). Thi~ differential pattern holds for ,·ariables reflecting 
phy~ical a~~et~ such as land and homestead land ownership, demographic assets such as 
female hcadedness of hou~eholds, and adult male labour a\·ailability of households, food 
~ec.:urity, ;md change in o\·crall economic status o\-cr time. 

Table 5: How different are the groups? 

Current 
Past but no 

Variables Current MC NGO but 
no current 

current Never NGO Differences• 

MC 
NGO 

(1) (2) [3) (4) 
% of landless HHs 85% 93% 93% 96% (4, 1), [2, 1), (3, 1) 
% of HHs with no homestead land 20% 32% 40% 49% [4,1), (2,1), [3,1) 
% ofFHHs 16% 23% 23% 37% [4, 1). [4 ,2) , [4,3) 
% of HHs having adult male working 88% 76% 81% 67% (4, 1] [43) 
% of HHs having only one member 2% 9% 5% 14% (4, 1](43) 
% of HHs reporting that they cannot afford two 

25% 24% 24% 43% (4, 1), [4,2), (4,3) 
meals a day regularly 
% of HHs who reported that their economic 

22% 23% 16% 12% [4, 1), [4,2) 
condition improved over the last year 
% of HHs who reported that their economic 

27% 28% 37% 42% (4, 1), [4,2] 
condition deteriorated over the last xear 

• ;\II diitcrences lx.·tween ._:roups noted in square hrackcts arc significant at lc\·cl s•:;., or h:ss . 

E\·en among the ultra poor population then, those who ha,·e household characteristics more 
fanlllrahlc to managing microcredit loans with its regular repayment schedule, arc more 
likely to take microcredit. Such a differential pattern of household profile reflects the 
interplay of demand and supply side forces that ultimately result in households' participation 
in microcredit programmes. 

Se,·eral studies argue that among the ultra poor, there arc those who are more upwardly 
mobile than others (Sen and llulme, 2004). It appears from the Table abo\·e that taking 
a<h-antagc of microcredit may be one such strategy used by the upwardly mobile ultra poor-
- a significantly larger Ocsser) proportion of the ultra poor who had current microcredit 
borrowing reported that their economic situation imprm·ed (deteriorated) m·er the last one 
year compared to those who never had any ~GO participation. 

3.2 How different is informal borrowing of the ultra poor who take microcrcdit? 

The extent and pattern of informal financial market participation is underpinned in 
important way~ by the m-crall economic conditions, opportunities and constraints of the 
household, :md the general pattern of economic acti,·ities of an area. As the most important 
differences appear to he between ultra poor households who were taking microcredit at the 
time of the survey (~roup I) and those who reported ne,·cr ha,·ing any NGO affiliation 
(~roup 4), for the sake of simplicity, we explore informal financial market participation 
<JUestion for these two groups of the ultra poor. 
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\'\ "e note from Table(> that the extent of informal borrowing mcmmrcd by percentage of 
households reporting outstanding informal loan :tt the time of the sur...-cy is significantly 
lower for 'current microcrnlit taking' ultra poor households compared to the ultra poor 
households who ne\Tr had any ;\j(;( >affiliation. This is expected, as the ultra poor who 
have access to microcredit will generally ha\T less frequent need for informal credit. 

Table 6: Informal credit and the ultra poor groups 

Variable 
% of HHs reporting outstanding informal loan 
Average size of loans (in Tk) taken from ... 
Mohajon 
Shops 
Friends and relatives 

Current MC 
16% 

3542 
983 

2068 

NeverMC Difference 
22% 2.53** 

1832 2.25** 
384 3.89*** 
1277 2.52** 

llowe,·er, irrespecti\T of sources of informal loans, current microcredit taking ultra poor 
households manage to borrow signiticantly larger amounts than the ultra poor households 
who ne,·cr had any NGO affiliation. The relatively higher lc\-cls of creditworthiness we find 
among the microcredit taking ultra poor households could be due to their relatively better 
economic conditions. 

llowe\·er, there could he independent effect of microcredit participation of these ultra 
households--- informal lenders arc more likely to lend to the ultra poor households who arc 
already borrowing from microcredit sources. This can be due to two reasons-firstly, ability 
of a household to manage regular microcredit loan instalments signal its creditworthiness 
and secondly, repayment of informal loans is more likely by households who h:t\'C access to 
microcredit as the\· can cross finance the informal loan with microcredit. Such cross 
tinancing between informal and microcrcdit and its affect on informal crcdir.\·orthiness of 
microcredit borrowers ha\"e been reported in other studies (Sinha and I\ latin, 1 99R). 

To test for this, we carry out a multh·ariate ( >I.S regression analysis (rablc 7). The 
dependent ,·ariable is the total informal loan amount reported to be outstanding at the time 
of the sun·ey. \'\"e find that e\·en after controlling for some key background ,·ariahlcs 
affecting informal loan amount, the ultra poor households' current microcredit borrowing 
status remains to he an important determinant suggesting that microcredit borrowing status 
of the household has an independent effect on its the ability to borrow from the informal 
credit market. 

Table 7: Docs microcrcdit participation matter for informal loans? 

Variable t stats Slg. 
landlessness dummy [1=if landless, 0 otherwise) 
Homesteadlessness dummy [1=if doesn't own homestead, 0 otherwise) 
Adult male labour dummy (1=if HH has adult working male labour, 0 otherwise) 
Female headedness dummy [1=if female headed HH, 0 otherwise) 
Current MF borrowing dummy [1=if HH reportedc current MF borrowing, 0 otherwise] 
Adjusted R Squared 

-7.80 
-2.96 
2.54 

-3.45 
4.39 
0.24 
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The contractual terms and conditions of informal loans reflect the ~eneral pattern of the 
informal financial market and the rural economy. Generally, a wide range of contract$ cxi$t$ 
in the informal financial market. \\"e can bmadl\" define them as loans on interest and loans 
without interest. \\ "e lind that some informal interest bearing cash loans ha,·e a well specitied 
contract in term$ of repayment of principal and interest while some do not. 

Table 8: Informal loan contracts 

Variable 

% of informal loans that are ... 
Interest free 
With interest 

With interest and having specified contract 
With interest but no specifies contract 

Current MC HH 

40% 
60% 

15% 
45% 

Never 
MCHH 

35% 
65% 

22% 
43% 

\\'c do not lind much difference between the two types of household$ considered in this 
paper in term$ of the contract$ of the informal loan$ taken. l\lost of the informal loans taken 
arc on interest, though most of these on interest informal loans arc flexible in terms of 
repayment. I fowc,·cr, it important to contextuali7.c these contracts, especially that arc on 
interest and yet do not appear to h:wc any specitied contract. Sc,·eral studies of the mral 
financial market find that for the very poor, linancial transactions arc part of the moral 
economy that sustains ami also at times reproduced extreme poverty (Bhaduri, 198.\ Udry, 
19lJ7). It is thus problematic to assess credit contraCt$ that the ,·cry poor arc offered only by 
confining our analysis on the financial obligations of the contract--- more often that not, 
apparently benign credit contracts underpins potentially exploitative and costly obligations in 
other non-financial dimensions which rcyuircd detailed ethnographic research to unpack and 
understand. 

IV. Conclusion 

Despite a general consensus that the \-cry poor arc left out by existing microfinancc 
intern:ntions in Bangladesh. not much is known about financial market participation of this 
group of the poor. ~loreo,· er, there is a si~nificant minority section among the ultra poor 
who do participate in existing microfinancc programmes. Gh·cn that reaching the ,·cry poor 
remains to be an important challenge that the microfinance industry in Bangladesh intends 
to address, a better understanding of the m ·erall financial market participation of the ultra 
poor and exploring the differences between the ultra poor who manage to participate in 
microtinancc programme$ and those who do not can be important for guiding policy and 
practice. 

This paper by making usc of a uniyuc baseline dataset emerging out of a new BRAC 
programme targeted at the ultra poor examines these yuestions. \\'c find e,·idcncc to the 
view that the generalmicrofinance participation of the ultra poor is much lower than other 
pm-crty groups. llowc\-cr, we also lind that the ultra poor who do participate in 
micro finance NG< )s arc less likely to be regular borrowers. c;i,·cn the crcdit-centricncss of 
existing microtinance programmes, the generally lower credit taking intcn$ity of the ultra 
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poor need~ ha~ important implications if existing programmes arc to includt· the \·cry poor. 
This point h:1s been made in several other studies, most notably in Rutherford (:X X). 

\\ ·c lind that ultra poor households who were borrowing from microfinance institutions 
were significantly better off m·cr a range of well-being indicators than the ultra poor 
households that reported never aftiliation with NG< )-:\IFis. CJi,·cn that a significantly larger 
(lesser) proportion of the ultra poor who had current microcredit borrowing reported that 
their economic ~ituation impro,-cd (deteriorated) over the last one year compared to those 
who mTcr had :my ;\l()() parricip:Hion, it is likely that the ~ub~et of the ultra poor who 
manage to participate acti,·cly in microtin:mcc programmes arc more upwardly mobile. 
I fowc,·cr, given the generally poor health and nutritional status we find among the ultra poor 
(sec Table 2), such upward mobilit~· is likely to be extremely fragile rct1uiring additional 
health and nutritional interventions. 

Though the gcncrallc,·cl of informal borrowing is low among the ultra poor, those who arc 
currently borrowing from microlinancc in~titutions arc less likely to borrow from informal 
sources than those who never had any NC;<) affiliation. lfowc\·cr, borrowing from 
microlinance institutions seem to matter in terms of the si?.c of informal loans--- ultra poor 
households who had microfinancc borrowings were more likely to manage larger informal 
loans, irrc~pcctin: of ~ourccs. This on the one hand rcllccts greater creditworthiness of the 
ultra poor microfinancc members but may also lead to cross financing, which could become 
unmanageable for the client and lead to eventual default on microfinancc loans (1\latin, 
I !J98). 
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\':uiablcs 

(im/capita/day comumption of. . . . 
( :nc:al 
Pulsc:s 
Fish, mc:at and c:gg 
;\I ilk 
Fruits 

Total intake (Cirn/capita/day) 
Pc:r capita daily food c:xpc:nditurc 

Others~---

Begging~ 

Srmltrading ~ 

Transport work ~ 

Wage labouring 

livestock and poultry --
reanng C=:J 

Own agriculture ~ 

0% 10% 20% 

Currc:nt ,\IFI 
parricip:tting 
lllfs 

5311 
10 
26 
8 

30 
!!27 

11.20 

30% 40% 

Nc:n:rl\IFI 
participating 
Hils 

5115.,.. 
7'*** 

21*'"" 
6*•* 
23** 

7!!9"""* 
lll.]J*** 

• Never MFI participating 
HHs 

o Current MFI participating 
HHs 

50% 60% 70% 
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